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Summary
This video was filmed at the University of Guelph’s main campus. It features Jonas, a
Management Economics & Finance student who speaks about all aspects of his experience at
the University of Guelph. In addition to his commentary, the video includes footage of the
campus and a number of still photos.

Descriptive Transcript
VIDEO: The video starts with music and footage of various University of Guelph landmarks
including the University of Guelph sign, science complex, cannon and Winegard Walk. Text
appears “B.Comm Experience Management Economics + Finance.”
JONAS: The management economics and finance major at the University of Guelph is an
excellent major it offers emphasis in both finance and economics and offers considerable
opportunity for students who are looking for a full-time job when they graduate. I chose the
management economics and finance major at the University of Guelph for a few reasons.
Number one Guelph had a strong reputation for a co-op program which would allow me to get
real world experience and make some money while going to school number two I deemed it to
be the most versatile major offered at the University of Guelph in the business program. When I
started at the University of Guelph I wasn't quite sure what I wanted to do I knew I wanted to get
into business but I wasn't exactly sure in what aspect and I decided that through co-op I was
going to learn more about where I wanted to work I worked at Kenna a marketing agency
Inscape a multinational office furniture manufacturer in a finance capacity and I'm very excited
to start my job at Blackberry very shortly. Another great opportunity that I've had in my time at
the University of Guelph is representing the University and the College of Business and
Economics at Canada's largest undergraduate case study competition. DECA is a huge
gathering of undergraduate business students looking to solve real-world problems in a case
study environment. It has taught me how to think on my feet how to lead members of a team
and have a problem solved like no other experience. Some of my courses and professors
provide us with the excellent opportunity to meet business professionals in the form of
classroom talks we've had numerous executives from top-level companies come in and talk
about their experiences in business and relate it directly to course material having these
individuals attend our classes really provides us a link for what we're learning in the classroom
and relates it to the real world I absolutely feel ready for a career and confident in my ability to
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succeed in the workforce upon graduation. University as a whole has taught me how to be much
more professional how to be much more outgoing getting involved with the students
associations that I did and attending the University and being engaged and being an active
member of the student body has really made that easy for me and in hindsight it's crazy to see
how much I've changed over the years and it makes me excited for my future.
VIDEO: Footage of the University of Guelph campus and of business students featured in all of
the BComm experience videos. Text appears: “Be a part of our community. Guelph’s Bachelor
of Commerce program.”
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